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Abstract
According to existing literature, brand authenticity is suggested to be a game changing phenomenon
whereby fashion retailers should be able to once again attract consumers after several years of
disappointing performance. Another opportunity that has arisen for fashion retailers is the explosive
growth of e-commerce, satisfying customer needs of shopping from the comfort of the home and
saving valuable time. Despite the increased interest in the phenomenon of authenticity throughout
literature, its’ applicability to the online retail domain remains an untouched area of research. The
current research adopts an existing theoretical framework to measure consumer perceive
authenticity through the use of an online survey. Respondents are randomly assigned to authenticity
and retail domain manipulations, and thereafter requested to evaluate the authenticity of a fictional
brand. The current research finds that authenticity has a general positive effect on the brand
evaluations of consumers. Furthermore, results suggest the positive effect does not significantly
differ between respondents that are exposed to the online of offline retail domain. Hence, the
current research has implications on both theoretical and practical levels. On a practical level, the
current research can contribute to ways in which companies in the fashion retail industry attempt to
implement authenticity to their brand. On a theoretical level, the current research aims to decrease
existing ambiguity of the definition and the effects of authenticity.
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Introduction
“Factories rust away,
Packages become obsolete,
Products lose their relevance.
But great brands live forever.”
-Backer Spielvolgel Bates
(Cobb-Walgren, Ruble, and Donthu, 1995)

In an attempt to pursue success, many contestants in the world of retail fashion industry have been
forced to renounce on that pursuit. Major causes for this struggle have been the several economical
downturns over the past decades, the ever-changing demands of consumers, and increasing
opportunities for brand commercialization on online platforms (Schallehn, Burmann, and Riley,
2014). Consequentially, the opportunities online retailing offers both consumers and retailers, have
led many retailers to adopt the online model as a way of doing business (Eroglu, Machleit, and
Davis, 2001). Hence, leaving retailers who function exclusively through physical outlets, and not
willing to adopt an online platform, in crisis.
However, according to Gilmore and Pine (2007) a solution to retailer problems to become
successful in todays’ fashion retail environment is the perception consumers have of a brands’
authenticity. “Authenticity has overtaken quality as the prevailing purchasing criterion, just as
quality overtook cost, and as cost overtook availability.” (p. 5). On one hand Choi, Ko, Kim, and
Mattila (2015) express authenticity to be particularly important in the realm of fashion, as a fashion
brand itself is a critical cue in the consumer-decision making process. Otherwise, Beverland and
Farrelly (2010) consider authenticity to be socially constructed whereby consumers determine the
level of authenticity based on to what extent consumption will satisfy a personal goal. It is therefore
widely accepted within current research, that the origin and perception of authenticity is extremely
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varied (Napoli, Dickinson, Beverland, and Farrelly, 2014). Hence, the current research considers
authenticity as a phenomenon that is either objectively or socially constructed, and serves as a new
tool for companies in the fashion retail industry to gain a competitive advantage.
Nevertheless, little research is available on how companies in the fashion retail industry can
remain competitive, especially within the new setting of online commercialization. Eroglu et al.
(2001) confirms that from a consumer point of view, the ability to shop online offers convenience,
while simultaneously eliminating constraints of time and space. Also, the application of brand
authenticity in the marketplace is regarded to have high potential for brands attempting recover
consumer interest after years of crises (Schallehn, et al., 2014). However, the question whether
authenticity in physical stores is perceived, and has the same effect, in an online retail domain
seems to be unchartered territory in current research on authenticity.
The current research addresses the growing opportunities of using brand authenticity in
todays’ on- and offline domains, and the effects a possible variance between these domains could
have on consumer brand evaluation. In order to investigate the presence and effect of authenticity in
both on- and offline retail domains, a theoretical framework designed by Morhart, Malär,
Guèvremont, Giardin, and Grohmann (2015) will be used. The framework consists of four
dimensions that scale brand authenticity, for which these dimensions take into account three
perspectives in which consumers perceive brand authenticity. Hereby, the framework accounts for
the diversity in consumer perceptions of authenticity. By incorporating various manipulations, a
scale fore each of the four dimensions of authenticity shall determine the level of consumer
perceived authenticity. Consequently, results will determine whether or not there is a significant
difference in the perception and effects brand authenticity has on the on- and offline retail domains.
Therefore, the current research will investigate the following: Does the perception of brand
authenticity and its’ effect on consumer brand evaluation, differ in the off- and online retail fashion
domains?
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The results extracted from this research can contribute to both young as well as established
brands to reinforce marketing efforts to stay competitive in the present retail fashion industry. By
using certain cues to convey authenticity in both physical and non-physical domains, brands will be
able to take advantage of this emergent strategy and create a positive consumer brand evaluation.
Theoretical Background
Brand Authenticity
Authenticity has gained increased academic attention due to increasing consumer
uncertainty, and consumers’ limited cognitive processing capacity to differentiate brand offerings
(Napoli et al. 2014; Schallehn et al. 2014; Bruhn, Schoenmueller, Schäfer, and Heinrich, 2012).
Brand authenticity is interpreted in various ways throughout scientific research, but is hardly
attempted to conceptualize through a theoretical framework. However, research unanimously states
that brand authenticity has a significantly positive influence on growth within the market place
(Napoli et al., 2014).
Existing literature suggests various interpretations of authenticity, as a single unique
definition is not to be found. Beverland (2006) aims to clarify that thee notion of brand authenticity
comes in two forms when perceived by consumers. The two suggested streams of brand authenticity
are identified as subjective and objective authenticity. Subjective authenticity is described as the
notion of authenticity in a fictional form, and is a value given to an object or brand by the consumer.
Contrastingly, objective authenticity is the intrinsic quality of an object or brand, and can hence not
be altered. For example, a product being considered as the “original” (as opposed to a “fake”) is
objectively authentic, whereas a product considered to be of high quality is inherent to the
consumers’ interpretation, thus subjectively authentic.
Building upon Beverland’s (2006) subjective and objective authenticity, is the notion of
iconic and indexical authenticity by Grayson and Martinec (2004). Grayson and Martinec describe
indexicality and iconicity as cues perceived by people, when perceiving a form of authenticity. This
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serves to evaluate whether an object is a mere simulation of the original (iconicity), or it is the
original itself supported by some factual evidence or belief (indexicality). “To view something as
an index, the perceiver must believe that it actually has the factual and spatio-temporal link that is
claimed” (Grayson and Martinec, 2004 p. 298).
“An icon is something that, like the coin and the rendezvous participant, is perceived as being
similar to something else.” (Grayson and Martinec, 2004 p. 298).
Despite the ability to classify consumer perceptions of brand authenticity, previous research
agrees that brand authenticity is a personally constructed interpretation. Beverland and Farrelly
(2010) clearly describe that different interpretations of authenticity are a by-product of consumers’
personal goals. Hereby, consumers perceive authenticity as a result of goal-driven behavior.
Examples include consuming the “right” brand in order to belong to a specific social group, or the
need to match a brand or object to a belief. In an attempt to encompass the various interpretations
of authenticity, the current research adopts a theoretical framework from Morhart et al. (2015) to
measure consumer perceived brand authenticity.
Online Retail
The current research considers two theoretical works regarding how consumer experience
differs between the on- and offline retail domains. Considering there is no relevant research that
tests the effects of authenticity in an online retail domain, the works of Kim and Lennon (2008) and
Eroglu et al. (2001) serve to make educated assumptions on how authenticity affects consumers in
different retail domains. Both works identify the clear weakness of online retailers, which is
considered as the inability for consumers to physically evaluate products prior to purchase. This
however is of high importance, especially in the fashion retail industry, in which consumers are
required to conduct sensory evaluation of a piece of clothing in order to form their purchasing
decision.
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Kim and Lennon (2008) highlight the importance of product presentation offered by online
retailers, introducing the notions of visual and verbal information. “Visual information is limited to
pictorial representation of a product and verbal information is limited to textual information about a
product” (Kim and Lennon, 2008 p. 149). Building upon this, the authors propose that Imagery
Information Processing is a evoked by visual information, whereas Discursive Information
Processing is evoked by verbal information. Imagery Information Processing is said to include
sensory experience in working memory, whereas Discursive Information Processing lacks this
sensory experience in working memory. Therefore, Kim and Lennon (2008) conclude that Imagery
Information Processing is superior as it allows consumers to holistically evaluate a brand, rather
then providing a summary of features which is the primary function of Discursive Information
Processing. Furthermore, Imagery Processing was found to also be more influential in affecting
consumer purchasing intention compared to Discursive Information. Due to the sensory experience
quality inherent to the Imagery Information Processing, the current research makes the assumption
that this type of Information Processing is more relevant in the offline compared to the online retail
domain.
Building upon the work of Kim and Lennon (2008), Eroglu et al. (2001) discuss how
atmospheric cues differ in the offline and online retail domain. Eroglu et al. (2008) state that the
online retail environment lacks three of the five major sensory appeals, which are all present in the
offline retail environment, as an entire store environment is reduced to a computer screen.
Furthermore, the authors distinguish information communication between lean and rich media,
whereby lean media is characterized by factual information and rich media is characterized by more
sensory information. Ultimately, the authors suggest all computer-mediated communication is
essentially lean media, given the inability of the online retail domain to provide consumers
extended sensory experiences present in the offline retail domain. Therefore, the current research
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makes a similar assumption whereby lean media is inherent to the online retail domain, and rich
media is inherent to the offline retail domain.
Brand Evaluation
In an attempt to measure differences in perceptions and effect of authenticity, the current
research adopts the brand evaluations of purchase intention and word-of-mouth. Samuel, Balaji, and
Wei (2015) express that in todays’ competitive retail environment brand evaluations are determined
by customer experience and trust. The authors suggest the brand evaluations of purchase intention
and word-of mouth to be determined by shopping behavior, relevant for retailers in both online and
offline retail domains. In turn, shopping behavior according to Samuel et al. (2015) is determined
by customer experience and customer perceived risk. Customer experience can determine shopping
behavior through price, customer service, and product characteristics amongst others. On the other
hand customer perceived trust can determine shopping behavior particularly for brands operating in
the online retail domain. The online retail domain does not allow for sensory experience, instant
gratification, or interpersonal communication, whereby consumers are often reluctant to purchase
from online retailers due to low levels of trust (Hassanein and Head, 2007). The current research
assumes that because fashion retail in general influences customer experience as well as levels of
customer trust, brand authenticity might thus influence the brand evaluations of purchase intention
and word-of-mouth.
In order to test this brand evaluation the current research will use a marketing measurement
tools based on a three item, seven-point Likert-type scale. To measure positive word-of-mouth, the
current research will adopt items originating from Arnett, German, and Hunt (2003). To measure
purchase intention, the current research will adopt items originating from Stafford M. R., Stafford T.
F., and Day(2002).
Measuring Authenticity
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Considering authenticity is interpreted by consumers through a products’ intrinsic
characteristics as well as consumers’ goal-driven behavior, Morhart et al. (2015) supports his
framework with three perspective of how brand authenticity is perceived by consumers.
1. The objectivist perspective, whereby brand authenticity is conveyed through indexical cues
(Greyson and Martinec, 2004), and objective authenticity (Beverland, 2006).
2. The constructivist perspective, whereby brand authenticity is conveyed through iconic cues
(Greyson and Martinec, 2004), and subjective authenticity (Beverland, 2006).
3. The existentialist perspective, whereby brand authenticity is conveyed through a consumers’
personal goal-driven behavior (Beverland and Farrelly, 2010)
The authors of the framework conclude that (1) consumers attribute authenticity to brands based on
facts, (2) brand authenticity is created by consumers’ subjective construction of the brand’s essence
communicated through marketing, and (3) consumers attribute brand authenticity to brands that
have an ability to reflect values that are perceived as important for identity construction.
Through qualitative and quantitative research Morhart et al. (2015) proceed to create four
dimensions by which consumers perceive brand authenticity: Continuity, Credibility, Integrity, and
Symbolism. It is these four dimensions that will be used throughout the current research to measure
perceived brand authenticity when participants are randomly assigned to a manipulation in the onor offline retail domain. The proposed theoretical framework will be adapted as such to measure
consumer perceived brand authenticity based on each dimension of authenticity. Hereby the current
research shall be able to distinguish whether particular dimensions are perceived at higher levels
than others in the different retail domains.
Continuity. The dimension of continuity is expressed as products that have not changed in
any way over time. Furthermore, products and brands that possess the authenticity dimension of
continuity is that they are able to survive trends. Brand authenticity that is characterized by
continuity is present in products that have intrinsic properties that define them as the “original”.
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Furthermore, indexical cues serve provide consumers with evidence of a products’ qualities. An
example could be McDonald’s Bic Mac burger. The famous burger is known worldwide and could
be perceived as a classic, as it has been able to satisfy the demands of fast-food consumers over
several decades of its’ existence. Therefore I assume the dimension of continuity to belong to the set
of indexical cues, prominent in the objectivist perspective. Authenticity is perceived by means of
continuity when a brand or product possesses the intrinsic properties that communicate its’
authenticity to consumers. This consideration leads us to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1a
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of continuity, when
exposed to an online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 1b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through
the dimension of continuity, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.

Credibility.. Credibility is defined as “a brand’s ability and willingness to deliver on their
promises” (Morhart et al. 2015 p. 202). Evident to this dimension is the personal experience a
customer has with a product that is perceived as being authentic by means of credibility. The
example of Wal-Mart in Morhart’s study, portrays a satisfied customer identifying the American
retailer as authentic due to the fulfillment of its’ claims of being a price leader in the market.
However this notion is not systematically relevant to every individual, as the perception of the
degree to which a promise is fulfilled by a brand or product varies by person. One might have the
perception that a different retailer than Wal-Mart might be a price leader, believing Wal-Mart does
not deliver on their promise. For this reason authenticity perceived through the notion of credibility
is concluded to be highly subjective, as customer’s interpretations vary whether a brand or product
has delivered what it had promised. Hence, I assume authenticity dimension of credibility can be
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perceived to belong to the set of iconic cues within the constructivist perspective This consideration
leads us to the following hypothesis:
!

Hypothesis 2a:
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of credibility, when
exposed to an online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 2b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity,
through the dimension of credibility, compared to consumers who are not exposed to
authenticity.

Integrity. Another dimension belonging to the domain of the objectivist perspective,
characterized by its’ indexical qualities, is called integrity. This dimension is defined as the: “virtue
reflected in the brands’ intentions and in the values it communicates.” (Morhart et al., 2015 p. 202).
An example of authenticity perceived by integrity is buying bio-friendly groceries at similarly
specialized grocery store. Consumers who prefer to consume bio-friendly products might
experience produce bought in a specialized store as more authentic, rather than produce bought in
conventional supermarkets, where similar products might be overly commercialized. Despite
integrity being evaluated from an ethical point-of-view, the dimension is still present in the core of a
brand or product. Hence, authenticity is perceived by means of integrity when a customers’
purchase allows him to believe the brand or product is honest to brand morals and values as well as
those of the consumer. This consideration leads us to the following hypothesis:
!

Hypothesis 3a:
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of integrity, when
exposed to an online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.

!

Hypothesis 3b:
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Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through
the dimension of integrity, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.

Symbolism. Lastly, the authenticity dimension of symbolism can be perceived to consist of
self-referential cues, inherent of the existentialist perspective. Morhart et al. (2015) describe the
notion of symbolism as a quality inherent to a brand or product that consumers use for purpose of
self-identification. Examples include the consumption of particular clothing or brands that are
trending, whereby consumers can identify themselves as a member of a desired group. Similar to
the authenticity dimension of credibility, symbolism is a subjective notion, as the consumer is
entitled to their own will to consume a product or not for the purpose of self-identification.
However, unlike credibility, symbolism is characterized as being composed of self-referential cues,
similar to iconic cues. It is however the self-referential cues that let consumers construct their own
identity. When a brand or product is perceived as authentic by means of symbolism, it is solely
consumed for the purpose of the self. Therefore authenticity perceived through the notion of
symbolism is concluded to be subjective, and solely relevant to the consumer is it is in line with his/
her favorable identity construction. This consideration leads us to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 4a:
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of symbolism, when
exposed to an online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 4b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through
the dimension of symbolism, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.
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Research Question, Hypotheses and Conceptual Model
The leading research question of the current paper is:
Does the perception of brand authenticity and its’ effect on consumer brand evaluation, differ in the
off- and online retail fashion domains?
The current research will test the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of continuity, when exposed to an
online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 1b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through the
dimension of continuity, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.
Hypothesis 2a:
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of credibility, when exposed to an
online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 2b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through the
dimension of credibility, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.
Hypothesis 3a:
Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of integrity, when exposed to an
online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 3b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through the
dimension of integrity, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.
Hypothesis 4a:
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Consumers will perceive less authenticity, through the dimension of symbolism, when exposed to
an online domain, compared to consumers exposed to an offline domain.
Hypothesis 4b:
Consumers will express a positive brand evaluation when exposed to authenticity, through the
dimension of symbolism, compared to consumers who are not exposed to authenticity.

Retail Fashion Domain:
- Online domain
- Offline domain

Authenticity perceptions:

Brand Evaluations:

- Continuity
- Credibility
- Integrity
- Symbolism

- Purchase Intention
- Word-of-Mouth

Authenticity manipulation:

- Authentic condition
- Non-authentic condition

H1a
H2a
H3a
H4a

Figure 1: Conceptual model of the current research

H1b
H2b
H3b
H4b
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Methods
Initially 165 participants initiated the anonymous online survey, however 59 had failed to
finalize the survey. Additionally, two respondents expressed not to agree with the surveys’ terms
and conditions, for which they were excluded from further qualitative measurements. Participants
engaged on a voluntary basis only, and were able to access the survey online, through the use of a
hyperlink provided by Qualtrics. All participants were recruited through personal network, by either
word-of-mouth or social media. Finally, 104 respondents (51 males and 53 females Mage = 23.92,
SD = 9.08) successfully finalized the survey when randomly assigned to a 2 (Authentic (N = 55) vs.
Non-authentic (N = 49) X 2 (Offline (N = 54) vs. Online (N = 50) between subjects experimental
design. There were no age and gender restrictions, nor were participants required to posses any
prerequisite knowledge, skills or experiences. When reading the current research it is of importance
to take into account the relatively small sample size, when drawing conclusions from the analyzed
data.
Procedure and Variables
Participants initiated the survey with a statement of consent. When participants did not agree
with terms and conditions of the online survey, they were directed to the end of the survey.
Participants that did not agree to terms and conditions were not exposed to any manipulation or
questions regarding the current research. For demographic overview purposes of this research,
participants were thereafter asked to identify their age and gender. Upon agreement with terms and
conditions, and after identifying age and gender, participants would get randomly assigned to any of
four possible manipulations. A manipulation included a case scenario, in which each paragraph
contained cues belonging to Morhart’s four dimensions of authenticity. Furthermore, each case
scenario was accompanied by a set visuals for purposes of clarification to the respondent. Offline
(authentic and non-authentic) visuals were obtained by field research on physical stores that
exposed cues of authenticity and inauthenticity. Online (authentic and non-authentic) visuals were
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obtained by online research of existing online stores exposing cues of authenticity and
inauthenticity. Online visuals were, where needed, photoshopped to disguise the true brand of the
online store, and portray the fictional company Lacuna Co.
Each manipulation consisted of four paragraphs, each containing cues belonging to a
specific dimension of authenticity. For example, the first paragraph of each manipulation included
cues that could be identified by participants as authenticity through the dimension of credibility.
The second paragraph was characterized by cues from the credibility dimension, the third paragraph
by cues from the integrity dimension and the last paragraph was characterized by cues from the
symbolism dimension. For complete version of case scenarios please refer to Appendix A.
When differentiating between authentic and non-authentic, a specific cue would be
mentioned as polar opposite depending on what manipulation they were found in. For example, a
continuity cue stating Lacuna Co.’s foundation year was stated to be 1892 for the authentic
condition, whereas the non-authentic condition would state Lacuna’s foundation year to be 2005.
When differentiating between online and offline domains, a continuity cue would characterize what
type of domain the fictional company Lacuna Co. would be operating in. For example, the offline
condition mentioned Lacuna Co. to operate from 45 physical stores worldwide. Otherwise, the
online condition mentions Lacuna Co. to exclusively operate from an online web shop.
Upon having read the case scenario, and seen the accompanying visuals, participants were
asked to evaluate a range of 12 statements, divided over four categories, on a 7-point Likert scale.
The scale was anchored at 1 = Strongly Disagree, and 7 = Strongly Agree. The range of 12
statements aimed at measuring perceived authenticity of the participant. Authenticity was measured
by adopting a similar measuring tool as Morhart et al. (2015), which was theoretically supported by
prior research. Hereby, authenticity is measured through the four dimensions of continuity,
credibility, integrity and symbolism. As participants evaluated every dimension based on the three
proposed items, the current research controlled Morhart’s notion that authenticity is perceived
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through different consumer perspectives; namely the objectivist, constructivist and existentialist
perspectives.
Authenticity through the dimension of Continuity was evaluated on the three following
statements: “To what degree are you of the opinion that Lacuna Co. is a timeless brand.”, “...A
brand that survives trends.”, “...A brand with history.”. A factor and reliability analysis of the threeitem continuity scale, measuring authenticity, showed a one component solution (Eigenvalue =
2.124), explaining 70.8% of the variance, and the scale to be reliable (α=.781).
Authenticity through the dimension of Credibility was evaluated on the three following
statements: “To what degree are you of the opinion that Lacuna Co. is a brand that is honest.”, “...A
brand that delivers its’ promise to consumers.”, “...A brand that will not betray you.”. A factor and
reliability analysis of the three-item credibility scale, measuring authenticity, showed a one
component solution (Eigenvalue = 2.506), explaining 83,5% of the variance, and the scale to be
reliable (α=.898).
Authenticity through the dimension of Integrity was evaluated on the three following
statements: “To what degree are you of the opinion that Lacuna Co. is a brand with moral values/
principles.”, “...A brand that cares about its’ consumers.”, “...A brand that gives back to
consumers.”. A factor and reliability analysis of the three-item integrity scale, measuring
authenticity, showed a one component solution (Eigenvalue = 2.272), explaining 75,7% of the
variance, and the scale to be reliable (α=.832).
Authenticity through the dimension of Symbolism was evaluated on the three following
statements: “To what degree are you of the opinion that Lacuna Co. is a brand that adds to people’s
lives.”, “...A brand that reflects people’s values.”, “...A brand that connects people with their real
selves.”. A factor and reliability analysis of the three-item symbolism scale, measuring authenticity,
showed a one component solution (Eigenvalue = 2.436), explaining 81,2% of the variance, and the
scale to be reliable (α=.883).
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Lastly, Overall authenticity was measured by the evaluation of three authenticity
components, on a 7-point Likert scale, anchored at 1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree.
Overall perceived authenticity was evaluated on the three following components: “To what degree
are you of the opinion that Lacuna Co. is...”, “Authentic”, “Sincere”, and “Genuine”. A factor and
reliability analysis of the three-component scale, measuring overall perceived authenticity, showed
a one component solution (Eigenvalue = 2.495), explaining 83,2% of the variance, and the scale to
be reliable (α=.897).
Measuring Consumer Evaluation
In order for this research to determine whether authenticity perception had significant
impact on off- and online retail domains, participants were asked to evaluate statements that would
express their brand evaluation of the case they got assigned. For this research, the effect of
authenticity on a retail domain was evaluated by a participants’ brand evaluation through the
constructs of purchasing intention and positive word-of-mouth.
Participants started by expressing their purchase intention by answering the question;
“Would you buy something at Lacuna Co.”. This question was to be answered on a nominal scale
whereby participants could choose between “Yes” or “No”.
Measurement of Purchase intention was based on similar items as the marketing
measurement scale from Stafford, M. R. et al. (2002). Respondents were asked to evaluate two
statements. The statements read: “How likely is it that you would buy something at Lacuna Co. in
the future?”, and “If you ever need clothing that is described as being sold by Lacuna Co., how
likely is it that you purchase this product at Lacuna Co.?”. Both these questions were measured on a
7-point Likert scale, anchored at 1 = Highly Unlikely and 7 = Highly Likely. A factor and reliability
analysis of the two-component scale, measuring purchase intention, showed a one component
solution (Eigenvalue = 1.690), explaining 84,5% of variance, and the scale to be reliable (α=.814).
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Positive Word-of-Mouth was measured based on the marketing measurement scale from
Arnett, et al. (2003). Respondents were asked to evaluate the extent to which two situations would
occur. The first situation read: “To what extent would you recommend Lacuna Co. to others?”,
followed by “To what extent would you suggest this brand to someone seeking your advice?”. Both
items were evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale, anchored at 1 = Not at all and 7 = Certainly. A factor
and reliability analysis of the two-item scale, measuring positive word-of-mouth, showed a one
component solution (Eigenvalue = 1.870), explaining 93,48% of variance, and the scale to be
reliable (α=.930).
Lastly, the reliability of the authenticity and brand evaluation scales shows that the scales
have good internal consistency when tested on Cronbach’s alpha (α > .7). Also, each scale’s KMO
(> .6) and p (< .05) values were suitable and significant to perform factor analysis on the scales
measured.
Upon completion of the survey, respondents were thanked for their participation, and
debriefed by allowing to leave comments and/or suggestions about the current research, and signing
up for further online research from Wageningen University.
Results
Continuity
According to predictions, a participants’ level of authenticity perception was based on
whether he/she was exposed to an online or offline retail domain. Participants exposed to an offline
retail domain were predicted to perceive greater levels of authenticity, through the dimension of
continuity, then participants exposed to an online retail domain. A 2 (authentic vs. non-authentic
condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the authenticity
dimension of Continuity as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis
revealed a main effect for the authenticity condition (F (1, 103) = 16.85, p < .001, η2 = .144), but
not for the retail domain condition (F (1, 103) = 16.85, p = .659, η2 = .002). Also, when conveying
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authenticity through the dimension of continuity, the authentic condition (N = 55, M = 4.82, SD =
1.05) displayed a higher level of authenticity as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M
= 3.84, SD = 1.33). Furthermore, there was no interaction effect between the two conditions (F (1,
103) = .164, p = .687, η2 = .002). In order to account for any interaction between the two conditions
with respect to every one of the four dimensions of authenticity, a One-way ANOVA with post-hoc
(Tukey) was conducted. For the authenticity dimension of continuity post-hoc tests shows the
following three individually significant differences between the authenticity and retail domain
conditions. Firstly, the Offline/Authentic condition (N = 27, M = 4.72, SD = 1.17) has a statistically
significant difference (p = .042) with the Offline/Non-authentic condition (N = 27, M = 3.84, SD =
1.45). Secondly, the Offline/Non-authentic condition (N = 27, M = 3.84, SD = 1.45) has a
statistically significant difference (p = .007) with the Online/Authentic condition (N = 28, M = 4.92,
SD = .937). Thirdly, the Online/Authentic condition (N = 28, M = 4.92, SD = .937) has a
statistically significant difference (p = .013) with the Online/Non-authentic condition (N = 22, M =
3.85, SD = 1.20). Additionally, the post-hoc test showed a marginally significant (p = .064)
difference between the Offline/Authentic and Online/Non-authentic condition. Therefore we can
conclude that participants perceive more authenticity, through the dimension of continuity, in the
online domain as opposed to the offline domain, in both the authentic and non-authentic conditions.

Dependent variable
Continuity

Offline domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.72 (1.17)a

3.84 (1.45)b

Online domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.92 (.937)a

3.85 (1.20)b

Table 1: Differences in authenticity through continuity, between the four conditions.
Note. First number represents the mean, the number between brackets represents the standard deviation. Superscript
letters represent the difference in significance between conditions.

Credibility
According to predictions, a participants’ level of authenticity perception was based on
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whether he/she was exposed to an online or offline retail domain. Participants exposed to an offline
retail domain were predicted to perceive greater levels of authenticity, through the dimension of
continuity, then participants exposed to an online retail domain. A 2 (authentic vs. non-authentic
condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the authenticity
dimension of Credibility as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis
revealed a main effect for the authenticity condition (F (1, 102) = 11.91, p = .001, η2 = .107), but
not for the retail domain condition (F (1, 102) = .429, p = .514, η2 = .004). Also, when conveying
authenticity through the dimension of credibility, the authentic condition (N = 55, M = 4.71, SD =
1.15) displayed a higher level of authenticity as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 48, M
= 3.84, SD = 1.40). Furthermore, there was no interaction effect between the two conditions (F (1,
102) = .027, p = .870, η2 < .001). For the authenticity dimension of credibility post-hoc tests shows
the following two individual (marginally) significant differences between the authenticity and retail
domain conditions. Firstly, the Offline/Authentic condition (N = 27, M = 4.81, SD = 1.12) has a
statistically significant difference (p = .028) with the Online/Non-authentic condition (N = 22, M =
3.77, SD = 1.30). Additionally, the post-hoc test showed a marginally significant (p = .051)
difference between the Offline/Authentic and Offline/Non-authentic condition. Therefore we can
conclude that participants perceive more authenticity, through the dimension of credibility, in the
offline domain as opposed to the online domain, in both the authentic and non-authentic conditions.

Dependent variable
Credibility

Offline domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.81 (1.22)a

3.90 (1.50)b

Online domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.61 (1.18)a

3.77 (1.30)b

Table 2: Differences in authenticity through credibility, between the four conditions.
Note. First number represents the mean, the number between brackets represents the standard deviation. Superscript
letters represent the difference in significance between conditions.
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Integrity
According to predictions, a participants’ level of authenticity perception was based on
whether he/she was exposed to an online or offline retail domain. Participants exposed to an offline
retail domain were predicted to perceive greater levels of authenticity, through the dimension of
integrity, then participants exposed to an online retail domain. A 2 (authentic vs. non-authentic
condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the authenticity
dimension of Integrity as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis revealed
a main effect for the authenticity condition (F (1, 103) = 16.52, p < .001, η2 = .142), but not for the
retail domain condition (F (1, 103) = 16.85, p = .654, η2 = .002). Also, when conveying authenticity
through the dimension of integrity, the authentic condition (N = 55, M = 4.67, SD = 1.11) displayed
a higher level of authenticity as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M = 3.67, SD =
1.37). Furthermore, there was no interaction effect between the two conditions (F (1, 103) = .083, p
= .774, η2 = .001). For the authenticity dimension of integrity post-hoc tests shows the following
three individually significant differences between the authenticity and retail domain conditions.
Firstly, the Offline/Authentic condition (N = 27, M = 4.76, SD = 1.20) has a statistically significant
difference (p = .011) with the Offline/Non-authentic condition (N = 26, M = 3.90, SD = 1.50).
Secondly the Offline/Authentic condition (N = 27, M = 4.76, SD = 1.20) has a statistically
significant difference (p = .013) with the Online/Non-authentic condition (N = 22, M = 3.65, SD =
1.45). Thirdly, the Offline/Non-authentic condition (N = 27, M = 3.70, SD = 1.34) has a statistically
significant difference (p = .047) with the Online/Authentic condition (N = 28, M = 4.85, SD = 1.03).
Additionally, the post-hoc test showed a marginally significant (p = .050) difference between the
Online/Authentic and Online/Non-authentic condition. Therefore we can conclude that participants
perceive more authenticity, through the dimension of integrity, in the online domain as opposed to
the offline domain, in the authentic condition. In the Non-authentic condition however, participants
perceive more authenticity, through the dimension of integrity, in the offline domain as opposed to
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the online domain.
Dependent variable
Integrity

Offline domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.76 (1.20)a

3.70 (1.34) b

Online domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.58 (1.03) a

3.65 (1.45)b

Table 3: Differences in authenticity through integrity, between the four conditions.
Note. First number represents the mean, the number between brackets represents the standard deviation. Superscript
letters represent the difference in significance between conditions.

Symbolism
According to predictions, a participants’ level of authenticity perception was based on
whether he/she was exposed to an online or offline retail domain. Participants exposed to an offline
retail domain were predicted to perceive greater levels of authenticity, through the dimension of
symbolism, then participants exposed to an online retail domain. A 2 (authentic vs. non-authentic
condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the authenticity
dimension of Symbolism as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis
revealed a main effect for the authenticity condition (F (1, 102) = 8.25, p = .005, η2 = .077), but not
for the retail domain condition (F (1, 102) = .104, p = .747, η2 = .001). Also, when conveying
authenticity through the dimension of symbolism, the authentic condition (N = 54, M = 4.33, SD =
1.19) displayed a higher level of authenticity as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M
= 3.57, SD = 1.43). Furthermore, there was no interaction effect between the two conditions (F (1,
102) = .447, p = .505, η2 = .004). For the authenticity dimension of symbolism post-hoc tests shows
no individual differences between the authenticity and retail domain conditions. However, the posthoc test showed a marginally significant (p = .055) difference between the Offline/Authentic and
Offline/Non-authentic condition.
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Dependent variable
Symbolism

Offline domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.46 (1.23)a

3.53 (1.58)b
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Online domain
Authentic
Non-authentic
4.20 (1.17)a

3.62 (1.26)b

Table 4: Differences in authenticity through symbolism, between the four conditions.
Note. First number represents the mean, the number between brackets represents the standard deviation. Superscript
letters represent the difference in significance between conditions.

Overall Authenticity
According to predictions, a participants’ level of authenticity perception was based on
whether he/she was exposed to an online or offline retail domain. Participants exposed to an offline
retail domain were predicted to perceive greater levels of authenticity, through the dimension of
symbolism, then participants exposed to an online retail domain. A 2 (authentic vs. non-authentic
condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the overall authenticity
scale as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis revealed a main effect for
the authenticity condition (F (1, 103) = 11.1, p = .001, η2 = .100), but not for the retail domain
condition (F (1, 103) = .231, p = .632, η2 = .002). Lastly, the inclusion of the overall authenticity
scale in the authentic condition (N = 55, M = 4.53, SD = 1.14) displayed a higher level of
authenticity as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M = 3.66, SD = 1.44). Furthermore,
there was no interaction effect between the two conditions (F (1, 103) = 1.16, p = .283, η2 = .012).
Purchase Intention
According to predictions, a participant would positively evaluate a brand in terms of
purchasing intention when he/she was exposed to an authentic condition, defined by any of four
dimensions. Participants exposed to an authentic condition were likely to express higher levels of
purchasing intention compared to participants in a non-authentic condition. A 2 (authentic vs. nonauthentic condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the purchase
intention scale as a dependent variable showed participants scoring higher in the authentic condition
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(N = 55, M = 4.30, SD = 1.38) as opposed to the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M = 3.92, SD =
1.51). However, this analysis did not show significant results for the authentic (F(1,103) = .896, p
= .346) nor the retail domain condition (F(1,103) = 2.04, p = .156).
The measurement of the brand evaluation by purchasing intention also included a nominal
scale, whereby a χ2 test for independence indicated whether purchasing intention was significantly
different in the four conditions. For the Offline/Authentic condition 70.4% of participants expressed
their willingness to buy something from Lacuna Co. For the Offline/Non-authentic condition 65.4%
of participants expressed their willingness to buy something from Lacuna Co.. The χ2 test for
independence however indicated this result not to be significant (χ2 (N = 53) = .151, p = .925).
Hence, we can conclude that the participants’ evaluation of purchase intention in the Offline/
Authentic condition is not significantly different from participants’ brand evaluation in the Offline/
Non-authentic condition.
For the Online/Authentic 81.5% of participants expressed their willingness to buy something
from Lacuna Co. For the Online/Non-authentic condition 40.9% of participants expressed their
willingness to buy something from Lacuna Co. The χ2 test for independence indicated this result to
be significant (χ2 (N = 49) = 8.59, p = .008). Hence, we can conclude that the participants’
evaluation of purchase intention in the Online/Authentic condition is significantly different from
participants’ brand evaluation in the Online/Non-authentic condition.
For the Offline/Authentic condition 70.4% of participants expressed their willingness to buy
something from Lacuna Co. For the Online/Authentic 81.5% of participants expressed their
willingness to buy something from Lacuna Co. The χ2 test for independence indicated this result not
to be significant (χ2 (N = 54) = .912, p = .524). Hence, we can conclude that the participants’
evaluation of purchase intention in the Offline/Authentic condition is not significantly different
from participants’ brand evaluation in the Online/Authentic condition.
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For the Offline/Non-authentic condition 65.4% of participants expressed their willingness to
buy something from Lacuna Co. For the Online/Non-authentic condition 40.9% of participants
expressed their willingness to buy something from Lacuna Co. The χ2 test for independence
indicated this result not to be significant (N = 48) = 2.87, p = .160). Hence, we can conclude that
the participants’ evaluation of purchase intention in the Offline/Non-authentic condition is not
significantly different from participants’ brand evaluation in the Online/Non-authentic condition.
Word-of-Mouth
According to predictions, a participant would positively evaluate a brand in terms of wordof-mouth when he/she was exposed to an authentic condition, defined by any of four dimensions.
Participants exposed to an authentic condition were likely to express higher levels of word-ofmouth evaluation compared to participants in a non-authentic condition. A 2 (authentic vs. nonauthentic condition) X 2 (offline domain vs. online domain condition) ANOVA, with the word-ofmouth scale as a dependent variable showed only one main effect. The analysis revealed a main
effect for the authenticity condition (F (1, 103) = 7.46, p = .007, η2 = .069), but not for the retail
domain condition (F (1, 103) = 1.04, p = .311, η2 = .010). Furthermore, the analysis showed
participants scoring higher in the authentic condition (N = 55, M = 4.06, SD = 1.29) as opposed to
the non-authentic condition (N = 49, M = 3.28, SD = 1.67).
Linear Regression
Lastly, a series of linear regression analyses were conducted to determine whether the four
dimensions of authenticity could be adopted as significant predictors of the brand evaluations,
purchase intention and word-of-mouth.
Purchase Intention. A linear regression analysis with the continuity, credibility, integrity
and symbolism scales as independent variables, and purchase intention scale as dependent variable
showed two dimensions to be (marginally) significant predictors of purchase intention. Authenticity
through symbolism (β = .300, t = 2.31, p = .023) could be considered as a significant predictor of
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purchase intention. Furthermore, the dimension of credibility (β = .283, t = 1.96, p = .052) could be
considered as a marginally significant predictor of purchase intention. This partially confirms the
predictions that authenticity, through all four dimensions, produces a positive brand evaluation, on
purchase intention.
Word-of-Mouth. A linear regression analysis with the continuity, credibility, integrity and
symbolism scales as independent variables, and word-of-mouth scale as dependent variable showed
two dimensions to be (marginally) significant predictors of positive word-of-mouth. Authenticity
through symbolism (β = .273, t = 2.33, p = .022) could be considered as a significant predictor of
positive word-of-mouth. Furthermore, the dimension of integrity (β = .262, t = 1.88, p = .063) could
be considered as a marginally significant predictor of positive word-of-mouth. This partially
confirms the predictions that authenticity, through all four dimensions, produces a positive brand
evaluation, through word-of-mouth.
Overall Brand Evaluation. A linear regression analysis with the continuity, credibility,
integrity, and symbolism scales as independent variables, and overall brand evaluation scale as
dependent variable showed one dimension to be a significant predictor of the overall brand
evaluation. The overall brand evaluation scale is considered to be the average of the purchase
intention and word-of-mouth scales. Authenticity through symbolism (β = .302, t = 2.51, p = .014)
could be considered as a significant predictor of positive overall brand evaluation.
Summary of Results
Hypothesis 1a & 1b. The current research has found that participants perceived more
authenticity, through the dimension of continuity, in the online domain, compared to participants
who were exposed to the offline domain. Therefore not complying with hypothesis 1a. Also, only
the authenticity condition was found to be the main effect of the results, unlike the retail domain
condition. For that reason hypothesis 1a has been rejected. The current research additionally found
that participants expressed a more positive brand evaluation through purchase intention and word-
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of-mouth when exposed to an authentic condition as opposed to participants exposed to a nonauthentic condition. However, the authenticity dimension of continuity was not found to be a
significant predictor of either purchase intention or positive word-of-mouth. For that reason
hypothesis 1b has been rejected.
Hypothesis 2a & 2b. The current research has found that participants perceived more
authenticity, through the dimension of credibility, in the offline domain, compared to participants
who were exposed to the online domain, which satisfies hypothesis 2a. However, only the
authenticity condition was found to be the main effect of the results, unlike the retail domain
condition. For that reason hypothesis 2a has been rejected. The current research additionally found
that participants expressed a more positive brand evaluation through purchase intention and wordof-mouth when exposed to an authentic condition as opposed to participants exposed to a nonauthentic condition. However, the authenticity dimension of credibility was only found to be a
(marginally) significant predictor of purchase intention, but not of positive word-of-mouth. For that
reason hypothesis 2b has been rejected.
Hypothesis 3a & 3b. The current research has found that participants perceived more
authenticity, through the dimension of integrity, in the offline domain, compared to participants who
were exposed to the online domain, which satisfies hypothesis 3a. However, only the authenticity
condition was found to be the main effect of the results, unlike the retail domain condition. For that
reason hypothesis 3a has been rejected. The current research additionally found that participants
expressed a more positive brand evaluation through purchase intention and word-of-mouth when
exposed to an authentic condition as opposed to participants exposed to a non-authentic condition.
However, the authenticity dimension of integrity was only found to be a (marginally) significant
predictor of positive word-of-mouth, but not of purchase intention. For that reason hypothesis 3b
has been rejected.
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Hypothesis 4a & 4b. The current research has found that participants perceived more
authenticity, through the dimension of symbolism, in the offline/authentic condition, but less in the
offline/non-authentic condition. Therefore partially satisfying hypothesis 4a. However, only the
authenticity condition was found to be the main effect of the results, unlike the retail domain
condition. For that reason hypothesis 4a has been rejected. The current research additionally found
that participants expressed a more positive brand evaluation through purchase intention and wordof-mouth when exposed to an authentic condition as opposed to participants exposed to a nonauthentic condition. The authenticity dimension of symbolism was found to be the only significant
predictor of both brand evaluations of purchase intention and positive word-of-mouth. For that
reason hypothesis 4b has been accepted.
General Discussion
The current research examined how authenticity, through its’ four dimensions, is perceived
by consumers in online versus offline retail domains, and what effect authenticity had on consumer
brand evaluation. Results showed that authenticity is more highly perceived in an authentic
condition as opposed to a non-authentic condition. This suggests that authenticity clearly affects
consumers, as it triggers a positive brand evaluation. Furthermore, results also show participants
perceive nearly equal levels of authenticity whether exposed to an online or offline retail fashion
domain. The results generated by the current research serve to contribute new as well as existing,
theoretical and practical works in the fields of authenticity, e-commerce, and fashion retail.
Theoretical and practical contributions
Authenticity. The current research serves a theoretical contribution, in an attempt to further
minimize ambiguity about the notion of brand authenticity. The current research establishes how
authenticity is perceived by consumers in distinct retail domains, and concludes that there is no
significant difference in perceived authenticity between consumers in the offline and online retail
fashion domains. Disputed in many ways throughout theoretical research, authenticity does not yet
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have a unique definition, and is also not exclusively applied to fashion retail. However, results
generated from the current research allows us to decrease the large scope authenticity covers at the
moment. Namely, when brand authenticity is applied in retail fashion, there is no need to
distinguish between the online or offline retail domain, due to consumers perceiving authenticity
similarly in both domains.
Additionally, the current research serves as an extension of existing research on authenticity,
namely by testing Morhart et al. (2015) four dimensions of authenticity specifically on fashion
retail. Results generated by the current research show that only certain dimensions can be
considered as significant predictors of the brand evaluations purchase intention an word-of-mouth.
Credibility and symbolism are considered to be significant predictors of the brand evaluation of
purchase intention. Integrity and symbolism are considered to be significant predictors of the brand
evaluation of positive word-of-mouth. Symbolism being the only dimension of authenticity that can
be regarded as a significant predictor or the overall brand evaluation.
E-commerce. The current research serves a theoretical and practical contribution on ecommerce research and industry. Results of the current research allows current and new theoretical
research to assume authenticity has the same positive effect as it has in the offline retail fashion
domain. This allows for researchers to explore other factors influencing consumer behavior, that
might affect consumers differently when exposed to online or offline retail domains. Examples of
extended research may include whether the effect of customer service and product presentation
differs when consumers shop in online or offline retail domains.
Furthermore, the current research serves a practical contribution for companies to cut costs
when wishing to apply brand authenticity to their business model. Companies in the fashion retail
industry that are either already operating or considering a shift into multichannel retail, that is
retailing in both offline and online domains, can save costs when wishing to convey the authenticity
of their brand to consumers. Namely, results show that the retail domain has no significant effect on
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consumers’ perception of brand authenticity. Therefore, companies are able to save time and money
when designing a particular strategy to convey a brand as being authentic to the consumer. This
strategy, designed by for example the marketing department, can be rolled out for both online and
offline retail domains.
Fashion retail. The current research serves a theoretical and practical contribution on
fashion retail research and industry. Results generated by the current research allows researchers in
the field of fashion retail to (1) assume authenticity certainly affects consumer behavior. Despite not
all of Morhart et al. (2015) dimensions being significant predictors of brand evaluation, it is clear
that consumers rate a brand more positively when exposed to authentic cues as opposed to nonauthentic cues. More specifically, the current research determined that the authenticity dimension of
symbolism is the single dimension that serves as a significant predictor of the brand evaluations of
purchasing intention and positive word-of-mouth.
Additionally, results of the current research serve practical contributions to companies
operating in fashion retail. Evident from the current research, and confirming theoretical
background is that brand authenticity is a favorable construct for fashion retailers to incorporate
into their marketing strategies. Authenticity in both online and offline retail domains yield favorable
consumer behavior, compared to retail domains that are perceived to be non-authentic. Furthermore,
results of the current research can aid operational departments such as marketing, design, or
merchandising in how to tailor a strategy for the implementation of authenticity. That is, when a
company operating in fashion retail aims to generate favorable customer behavior in terms of
purchase intention and word-of-mouth, a strategy with a focus on the authenticity dimension of
symbolism would be favorable.
Limitations and future research
Firstly, the manipulation of the four conditions could have raised limitations in the current
research. Each condition contained manipulation cues for each of the four dimensions of
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authenticity. As mentioned in relevant theoretical research, authenticity is a phenomenon that is
interpreted in a variety of ways. Therefore certain cues could be overlooked or be misinterpreted for
what they were intended for primarily. That is to say, possibly not triggering a sense of (in-)
authenticity, despite having read and seen relevant cues. Instead of triggering a sense of
authenticity, participants might not find a cue relevant or of importance when evaluating
authenticity. In order to account for this limitation, a manipulation check could have helped
participants link a particular cue to the phenomenon of authenticity. Hereby, participants would =
perhaps be able to deliver more educated answers when asked to evaluate LacunaCo.
Secondly, the current research focused on the effects of authenticity specifically on the
fashion retail industry, however the phenomenon of authenticity might differ across industries.
Further research can be conducted on how Morhart’s (2015) four dimensions are applicable to other
industries. One example could be the automotive industry, whereby consumers might experience
authenticity to be inherent to certain qualities of a final product. Consumers in fashion retail might
find quality of a cashmere sweater to be authentic, as opposed to consumers in the automotive
industry perceiving the a Ferrari in the original red color to be authentic. Like the example, certain
dimensions of authenticity may play a more prominent role in some industries compared to others.
Thirdly, the current research has adopted the theoretical framework designed by Morhart et
al., (2015) to measure authenticity, however this framework has not been tested on its’ applicability
to the fashion retail industry. Participants involved in the current research might therefore not have
found the four dimensions of authenticity equally relevant to the case scenario of Lacuna Co..
Hence, future research could include the measurement of authenticity with a different, or newly
designed theoretical framework, that is more applicable to the fashion retail industry. The
development of a theoretical framework measuring authenticity in the retail fashion industry could
contribute to managerial and strategical decision making, with the aim of increasing positive
customer behavior.
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Lastly, purchase intention and word-of-mouth were the main brand evaluations tested in the
current research, with relevance to authenticity in the fashion retail industry. Results have shown
however that only certain dimensions of Morhart et al. (2015) can be considered as significant
predictors of these brand evaluation. Extended research could be conducted on how other
dimensions of authenticity predict other brand evaluations that are relevant to the retail fashion
industry. Examples of other brand evaluations could for example include brand image or attitude
towards the brand. Hereby, further research would also be able to account for brands in different
segments of the retail fashion industry. A brand operating in high-end luxury retail fashion is more
likely to be interested in the evaluation of its’ brand image then for example a brand operating in
fast-fashion segment.
Conclusions
According to existing literature, authenticity is a relatively new key concept fashion brands
adopt in an attempt to grasp the attention of consumers. However, with the growth of e-commerce,
also in fashion retail, the current research investigates the applicability of the concept of
authenticity for the online retail domain. Findings show that, through adoption of an existing
theoretical framework, authenticity is equally perceived in the online and offline retail domains.
Companies operating in fashion retail would ultimately benefit form the implementation of
authenticity in their brand or product, regardless of the retail domain they operate in. When
recollecting the quote: “Factories rust away, Packages become obsolete, Products lose their
relevance. But great brands live forever.” by Backer Spielvolgel Bates in the work of Cobb-Walgren
et al., (1995), it seems authenticity is a game changing element in todays’ quest for fashion retailers
to be great and live forever.
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Appendix I
Participants in the Authentic/Offline (N = 27) condition got to read the following:
Imagine the following...
Lacuna Co. is a company that operates in the retail fashion industry. The company originates from the United States
and was founded in 1892. It operates worldwide exclusively from their 45 physical shopping outlets. Lacuna Co. is
considered to be part of the middle segment of fashion retail, thereby competing with retailers such as H&M, River
Island, and Topshop. Its main audience is the fashionable young professional aged 20 to 30, and it specializes itself in
denim jeans, and producing garments with high quality material.
Due to their long operational history, Lacuna’s main inspiration comes from their experience in craftsmanship.
Therefore it is favored when it comes to purchasing quality garments for a fair price. Furthermore, the company
distinguishes itself by employing a favorable return policy, that includes full refunds when returning items within 30
days. Competitors in the same sector only apply a 30-day return policy, however some competitors only allow
exchanges instead of refunds.
Lacuna Co. has been a constant force within the middle segment of fashion retail over the past few decades. The
company has responded to industry-wide customer demand for improved designs in their own way. A newly appointed
creative director helped the company propel to higher sales and popularity amongst its audience. To date, the company
has had a transparent track record when it comes to company scandals. Rumors suggested that Lacuna’s competitors
were guilty of violating human rights in production factories across Asia. Lacuna Co. however has always been known
to design and produce their products in the United States.
As an incentive of the new Spring 2017 campaign, Lacuna Co. has introduced the “Made for You” campaign. It
embodies the notion that a quality garment exists for every individual. Visual merchandise marketing includes stories
of ordinary people modeling the new collection, instead of professional models. Each picture is accompanied by a
quote from the person pictured, expressing his/her opinion about the product.

Participants in the Non-authentic/Offline (N = 29) condition got to read the following:
Imagine the following...
Lacuna Co. is a company that operates in the retail fashion industry. The company originates from the United States
and was founded in 2005. It operates worldwide exclusively from their 45 physical shopping outlets. Lacuna Co. is
considered to be part of the middle segment of fashion retail, thereby competing with retailers such as H&M, River
Island, and Topshop. Lacuna produces similar items to those of competitors, and similarly carries basic products for
basic prices. Its main audience is the fashionable young professional aged 20 to 30.
The company’s main focus lies in creating the necessary value for customers at the lowest possible cost, this being the
main reason why people purchase Lacuna Co.'s products. Furthermore, the company employs a return policy that
includes full refunds when returning items within 30 days. Competitors in the same sector also apply a 30-day return
policy, and offer customers an additional refund option. Besides the option of getting the original purchasing price
refunded, customers can opt to receive the purchase price in merchandise credit to be spent in the store.
Like competitors, Lacuna Co. currently faces growing demand for higher quality designs. The company has not
invested to improve their designs, as it targets to produce at minimal cost. Additionally, the company has had a
questionable track record when it comes to company scandals. Rumors during the last decade suggest that Lacuna Co.
and it’s competitors have violated human rights in production factories across Asia.
Due to Lacuna’s cost focus, marketing is limited to the physical promotion of sales in their stores. The company
exhibits very few marketing visuals, and only include professional models modeling their products. Competitors
however are known for launching large scale visual marketing campaigns in their stores every season.
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Participants in the Authentic/Online (N = 28) condition got to read the following:
Imagine the following...
Lacuna Co. is a company that operates in the retail fashion industry. The company originates from the United States
and was founded in 1892. It used to operate exclusively from its 45 physical shopping outlets. However in the year
2005 when the opportunity arrised, Lacuna Co. completely shifted the focus to online retail, selling off all physical
stores. Lacuna Co. is considered to be part of the middle segment of fashion retail, thereby competing with retailers
such as H&M, River Island, and Topshop. Its main audience is the fashionable young professional aged 20 to 30, and it
specializes itself in denim jeans, and producing garments with high quality material.
Due to their long operational history, Lacuna’s main inspiration comes from their experience in craftsmanship.
Therefore it is favored when it comes to purchasing quality garments for a fair price. Furthermore, the company
distinguishes itself by employing a favorable return policy, that includes full refunds when returning items within 30
days. Competitors in the same sector also apply a 30-day return policy, however charge customers for the return
shipment of the items.
Lacuna Co. has been a constant force within the middle segment of fashion retail over the past few decades. The
company has responded to industry-wide customer demand for improved designs in their own way. A newly appointed
creative director helped the company propel to higher sales and popularity amongst its audience. To date, the company
has had a transparent track record when it comes to company scandals. Rumors suggested that Lacuna’s competitors
were guilty of violating human rights in production factories across Asia. Lacuna Co. however has always been known
to design and produce their products in the United States.
As an incentive of the new Spring 2017 campaign, Lacuna Co. has introduced the “Made for You” campaign. It
embodies the notion that a quality garment exists for every individual. Visual marketing includes stories of ordinary
people modeling the new collection, instead of professional models. Each picture is accompanied by a quote from the
person pictured, expressing his/her opinion about the product.

Participants in the Non-authentic/Online (N = 24) condition got to read the following:
Imagine the following...
Lacuna Co. is a company that operates in the retail fashion industry. The company originates from the United States
and was founded in 2005. Since it started operations, the company has focused itself on online retail, in an attempt to
minimize costs. Today, operations only include sales through their online shop, shipping worldwide. Lacuna Co. is
considered to be part of the middle segment of fashion retail, thereby competing with retailers such as H&M, River
Island, and Topshop. Lacuna produces similar items to those of competitors, and similarly carries basic products for
basic prices. Its main audience is the fashionable young professional aged 20 to 30.
The company’s main focus lies in creating the necessary value for customers at the lowest possible cost, this being the
main reason why people purchase Lacuna Co.'s products. Furthermore, the company employs a return policy, that
includes full refunds when returning items within 30 days, however it does charge customers for the return shipment of
products. Competitors in the same sector apply a same 30-day return policy, however do not demand customers to pay
for returning items by mail.
Like competitors, Lacuna Co. currently faces growing demand for higher quality designs. The company has not
invested to improve their designs, as it targets to produce at minimal cost. Additionally, the company has had a
questionable track record when it comes to company scandals. Rumors over the last decade suggest that Lacuna Co.
and it’s competitors have violated human rights in production factories across Asia.
Due to Lacuna’s cost focus, marketing is limited to the promotion of sales across the online store. The latest Spring
2017 campaign features only professional models showcasing the entire collection, whereas competitors are known to
launch extensive visual campaigns in their online stores every season.
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Each case scenario was followed by a set of visuals like so:

Authentic/Offline condition:

Lacuna Co. Amsterdam Store - Men’s
department

Lacuna Co. Amsterdam Store - Women’s
department

Non-authentic/Offline condition:

Lacuna Co. Amsterdam Store - Women’s
department

Lacuna Co. Amsterdam Store - Men’s
department
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Non-authentic/Online condition:

Lacuna Co. Webshop Homepage

Lacuna Co. Webshop - Men’s
page

Lacuna Co. Webshop - Women’s page

Authentic/Online condition:

Lacuna Co. Webshop Homepage

Lacuna Co. Webshop - “Made for You
campaign (male page)

Lacuna Co. Webshop - “Made for You
campaign (female page)
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